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Issue 9 — 17th January 2013
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
We wish you the very best for 2013. Indeed, an active year awaits
us. A number of events will provide us with opportunities to meet
and share news, make new contacts, and advance offshore wind
energy – even if this is not an easy task and the industry can’t quite
breathe a sigh of relief because some open questions are still
unresolved. In this issue we’ll focus first on upcoming deadlines for
speakers and sponsors. And we’d like to warmly recommend a
brand-new event to bridge the time until June 2013. We’ll tell you
here what’s behind WINDFORCE Baltic Sea.

1. WINDFORCE BALTIC
SEA:
Stockholm is expecting us –
and you too!
read more ...

2.WINDFORCE 2013:
Make sure to take advantage of
early booking rates now!r
read more ...

3. WINDFORCE 2013:
After we had to mark some time in 2012, we are now viewing 2013
with optimism and expect that policy makers will take the urgently
needed steps we have called for so often.

How about a little more?
read more ...

4. WINDFORCE 2014:
We are looking to meeting you at the WINDFORCE events this
year and are already anticipating WINDFORCE 2014 as well. This
newsletter will inform you about upcoming events, special terms
and the deadlines for registering. On towards an exciting and
successful offshore year!
Your WINDFORCE Team
P.S. Do you like our newsletter service? Should your colleagues,

More than 100 exhibitors
already signed up – special
rates for early birds!
read more ...

5. WINDFORCE:
See you at EWEA?!
read more ...

business partners and friends find out more about WINDFORCE,
too? Please do not hesitate to forward our newsletter to them.

1. WINDFORCE Baltic Sea:
Stockholm is expecting us – and you too!

6. ZUKUNFTSENERGIEN
NORDWEST:
Job and education fair for
renewable energies
read more ...

Medienpartner:

The “WINDFORCE season” is off to a start in February. You are
cordially invited to come to Stockholm for the WINDFORCE Baltic
Sea event. Held for the first time on 20 and 21 February 2013, it will
look closely at the development and challenges of the offshore
industry in and around the Baltic Sea. Well-known businesses and
association representatives will be there to give us insight into the
current situation and an outlook on expected developments. In
future, WINDFORCE Baltic Sea will be held annually, taking place
in a different country bordering the Baltic each time.
To see the detailed programme and more information on
registration options, please go to www.windforcebalticsea.com

2. WINDFORCE 2013
Make sure to take advantage of early
booking rates now!

The most established offshore wind conference is not very far off.
The industry will meet again at WINDFORCE in Bremerhaven, the
“home port” for Germany’s offshore wind industry. For three days,
from 4 to 6 June 2013, speakers and participants from home and
abroad will talk extensively in presentations and panel discussions
about the continuing development of renewable power generation
at sea. Participants are also invited to see “live” what offshore
energy looks like today. The conference programme is offering an
all-day tour to wind farms in the North Sea on 7 June.
You will find more information on the programme at
www.windforce2013.com Regularly checking the website is worth it
– we will activate the registration form very shortly. And being quick
has its rewards – the early booking discount is guaranteed until 28
February 2013.

3. WINDFORCE 2013
How about a little more?
Do you want to not only join the WINDFORCE event but also
introduce your business, product or project to more than 1,000
international participants? Then you should take a look at our
sponsorship packages (www.windforce2013.com).
We have put together several very different options so that you can
use this opportunity to present yourself at WINDFORCE 2013 as a

promoter of the industry. Have we whetted your appetite? We are
happy to accept your sponsorship applications up until 18 January
2013. Please contact Nadja Niestädt at +49 (0)421 84137713,
niestaedt@windforce2014.com.

4. WINDFORCE 2014:
More than 100 exhibitors already signed
up – special rates for booking by 30
November 2013

More than 100 exhibitors have already registered for WINDFORCE
2014 and taken advantage of special rates for early bookers.
Germany’s premiere offshore trade fair is heading into its second
round in 2014, scheduled for 17 to 20 June in Bremen.
“We are very excited about the overwhelming response. It shows
that our concept is widely accepted and that the industry needs this
venue. We are happy to welcome more exhibitors because the
diversity of topics, projects, and businesses in the offshore wind
industry are what constitutes the WINDFORCE trade show”, said
Jens Eckhoff, managing director of the Offshore Wind Messe und
Veranstaltungs GmbH.
We are offering a 5 percent discount on attractive floor space until
30 November 2013. For more information, please go to
www.windforce2014.com

5. WINDFORCE:
See you at EWEA?!
Meet with us at the EWEA in Vienna! If you wish to find out more
about WINDFORCE events, the programme and its content, or to
register for one of the events in person, you will be able to meet the
WINDFORCE team from 4 to 7 February 2013 at the EWEA in
Vienna.
We are happy to answer your questions at Stand A-A 29 and we’re
looking forward to your visit! WINDFORCE will be present at the
European wind trade fair in Vienna as a partner in the Wind
Alliance, which includes the Husum Wind trade fair and the
Hanover Fair industrial trade show.

6. 2013 zukunftsenergien nordwest:
Job and education fair for renewable
energies

Are you looking for qualified personnel? Maybe you will find the
skilled workers you need at the 2013 zukunftsenergien nordwest
job fair. Germany’s largest job and education fair for renewable
energies is taking place on 1 and 2 March 2013 in Bremen.
More than 70 businesses and providers of education will be present

at the Messe Bremen fairgrounds, ready to talk to an audience
especially interested in renewable energies. Businesses in the
renewable energy sector will meet potential new employees –
qualified graduates, young professionals and specialists.
The 2013 zukunftsenergien nordwest job fair provides an active
platform for asking questions and sharing information on
qualifications and advanced training. There are still a few booths
available for last-minute bookers. The job and education trade fair
is organised by the University of Oldenburg and ForWind, the joint
centre for wind energy research at the universities of Oldenburg,
Hanover and Bremen.
For further information, please visit www.zukunftsenergiennordwest.de
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